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ELEMENTARY PROOF OF A THEOREM OF HELSON

RAOUF doss

Abstract. An elementary proof is given of a theorem of

Helson, to the effect that in a locally compact abelian group, the

transform of a measure concentrated on a Helson set dees not

vanish at infinity.

G is a locally compact abelian group whose dual is denoted T. A

compact set H in G is called a Helson set if to every FEC(H) there

corresponds an f EL1 (T) such that

F(x) =   f fcl)f(y)dy,        xEH.
J r

A simple characterization of Helson sets is the following (see e.g.

[3, p. 115]): A compact set H is a Helson set if and only if there exists

a constant B such that if <jE M(H), i.e. if a is a measure concentrated

on H, then

(i) IMI = *||C

Helson's theorem (see a proof in [2] for G = R, and a more difficult

proof in [3, p. 119], for the general case) is the following:

Suppose H is a Helson set, aEM(H) and a9^0. Then &ECo(T), that

is a does vanish at infinity.

An interesting consequence of this theorem is that every Helson

set has Haar measure zero.

We shall use the following well known facts:

If âGCo(r) then a is a continuous measure.

If &ECo(T) and if g is any bounded Borel function, then

(g<T)~ECo(T). In particular if aEM(H), &EC0(T), then multiplying

a by a Borel function of modulus 1 we get a real measure on H whose

transform still vanishes at infinity.

If a is a real continuous measure on a set 5, (7(5)^0, and if N is

any positive integer, then we can partition 5 into N disjoint sets 5<

such that <r(Si) — JV-1ff(S) (see e.g. [l, p. 63, Exercise 9]).
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We shall show in an elementary way, that for a certain positive

integer N, depending on the Helson set H :

lío-EM(H), o-real, a^O, á-GCo(r),  then 3^EM(H):
(2)

M real,   \\ß\\ = ||o-|¡,   p G C0(Y),   ||p||. g (1 - 3/iV)||*||.

This will contradict (1), since by repeated application it yields a

sequence pn in M(H), with \\pH\\ =||<r||, ||p||«>—>0 and Helson's theorem

will be proved.

Proof of (2). Choose the positive integer N such that

2N~lB g (1-2AT-1). Let e>0 be arbitrary. Let K be a compact set in

T such that | &(y) | <e for y EX. We can decompose H into a union of

disjoint sets Eit i = l, • • ■ , n, such that, for each i, (x, y) varies very

little for xEEi, yEK. In particular, for XiEEi,

(3) £ o-(Ei)(xi, y) - &(y) \<e    for y E K.

Each Ei contains a set El such that a(Ei) =N~lcr(Ei) and we can

choose E[ such that

(4) \*\(E'i)^N^\o-\(Ei).

Let x' be the characteristic function of ZF = UF,' and put <r'=x'<r.

By our choice of the E{ we may suppose that, for XiEEi,

0') £ </(£/)(*.-, 7)-¿'(Y) < e    for y E K.

Put  p=(l-2x')o-.   Since   |l-2x'|=l   we   have   ||m||=|MI-   a1so
PGCo(r).

Now for yEK, we have, by (3) and (3')

I ß(y) |   =   | à(y) - 26-'(y) \   g 3e + (l - —J   £ <r(£,-)(^~^)

(,-|)M. + .)ä(i-|)W.
^3e + (e small)

while for7G^, by (4),

| p(y) |   < e + 2||«r'|| è e + - ||<r|| âe + - S||*||

^+(i-|)i!Cá(i-i)iC.

The proof of (2) is now complete.
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